BIOZYME SUGAR CLEAN
Multiple enzyme components for sanitising machinery

The Enzymes based Formulation for cleaning sugar mill equipment

BIOSUGAR CLEAN is a high-performance proprietary formulation containing functional additives specifically designed for the sugar industry. A broad-spectrum food grade biocontrol which effectively controls the growth of bacteria and fungi that cause the unpleasant odour during sugar manufacturing.

BIOSUGAR CLEAN is a vastly superior formulation than traditional chemicals that contains environmentally safe biocontrol that improve hygiene and sanitation of sugar mills and juice processing.

Features:
- Controls microbiol growth in sugarcane juice
- Avoids inversion and prevents loss of vital sugars
- Improvement to overall sanitisation

Method of application:
10-15ppm in clean processed water

Packaging:
BIOSUGAR CLEAN is available in 50kg drums.

Storage:
BIOSUGAR CLEAN should be stored in a cool, dry place. Storage in unopened containers away from direct sunlight in shaded region helps to maintain maximum activity if stored over long periods.

Under these conditions, activity loss after one year should not be more than 5 – 10%. Extended storage under adverse conditions, including high temperature may require the use of higher than recommended dosages.